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ABSTRACT

The ability to communicate remotely through the use of video as promised by wireless networks and already practiced over fixed networks is of vital concern to the deaf people as well. Sign languages are visual-spatial languages and as such demand the best image quality for interaction and understanding. In this paper, we propose a sign language video coding system using foveated processing, which can lead to bit rate savings without compromising the comprehension of the coded sequence. We support this claim with the results of an initial comprehension assessment trial of such coded sequences by deaf users.

1. INTRODUCTION

Remote communication through the transmission of video over fixed or wireless networks is very important to the deaf community because it allows deaf people to communicate in their own language, sign language. Many video coding systems have focused on the compression of typical video conferencing sequences where a head and shoulders view of the participant is usually involved. Sign language video includes, in addition, the rapidly moving hands and arms of the imaged signer resulting in increased bit rate requirements[1]. This emphasizes further the need for efficient compression especially at low bit rates. This paper presents a video coding system for low bit rates adapted to the requirements of sign language (SL) communication. First an analysis of the needs and characteristics of SL video communication is presented. Based on this analysis the proposed system is then described. Coding results obtained with this system follow. Finally the results of an initial comprehension and quality assessment are given before concluding this work.

2. ANALYSIS OF SL VIDEO COMMUNICATION

In order to propose a system for SL video communication it is necessary to first analyse the specific case with the aim of finding possible requirements and characteristics which should be fulfilled/exploited by such a system.

2.1. SL video viewers

In order to examine the SL video viewers' behavior – how sign language viewers watch/ perceive SL video material – a gaze-tracking study was set up, wherein the viewers' eye-gaze was tracked while watching sign language video clips [2][3]. More specifically, 28 subjects took part in experiments involving the use of an eye-tracking system[4] which recorded the participants' eye-gaze while watching four one-minute clips showing short narratives being signed in British Sign Language (BSL) by an expert signer, sitting in front of a plain blue background. The clips were displayed uncompressed in the CIF format (352x288, 4:2:0) at 25 frames per second (fps). The participants included deaf and hearing BSL signers (i.e. interpreters) and hearing beginners/non-signers. The software written and used in the experiments reported results as fixation locations per frame (i.e. locus at which eye-gaze was directed), as well as overall eye movement events (which are either fixations or jumps/saccades).

Analysis of the results showed that sign language viewers, excluding the hearing beginners, concentrate on the face of the signer. In fact closer look at the results and considering the system's accuracy for the specific experimental setup (viewing distance, screen resolution, calibration) strongly suggests that SL viewers concentrate on the mouth of the viewed signer. There were no fixations on the hands except where the hands occlude the mouth. In contrast, naïve users of the language tend to follow the hands (mainly due to a lack of understanding), thus giving a much more spread viewing pattern. The results are graphically illustrated in figure 1 (left column), in terms of the vertical position of fixations per frame for 250 frames of clip 2 with respect to the clip's position on the screen. Two graphs are shown one with results of experienced SL viewers (a) and one of naïve users (b). The horizontal line represents a threshold for the position of the face (anything below that corresponds to fixations on the body or hands). The results are also visualised in terms of average fixation location for the duration of the clip (right column) for one experienced (c) and one naïve (d) viewer. Results are superimposed on the first frame of the specific test sequence.
2.2. SL video content

Due to specific features of BSL, SL video content displays certain characteristics. As with the case of hearing person-to-person video conferencing, the signer at either end is the main point of focus and as such is located close to the centre of the viewing area. However in SL communication the hands (and hence the upper body) as well as the face and shoulders of the signer have to be visible, since they play a key role in the language, requiring an increased field of view for the cameras at each end. As a result a large part of the background is usually visible which not only is irrelevant for SL communication but can also be perceived as increased noise (distraction) in the viewers visual field. Apart from any motion in the background, the main activity in SL video consists of facial expression and head-hand changes. In conversation with another person, the signers position may also change but not usually to the extent of altering the body shape on screen i.e. it may rotate but not move around the screen. These characteristics have an effect on the number of bits generated by each macroblock (MB) of the video frame when coded by a typical hybrid video coder (H.264 is used in this work). The amount of bits generated depends on the amount of activity in that particular MB, the effectiveness of the prediction and the quantization parameter (QP) used for coding the transform coefficients. A typical bit distribution of SL video is shown in figure 2 where the number of bits required to code each macroblock with QP=30 in 1 frame of a (CIF) plain-background sequence is depicted. Each square represents the location of one MB, and the brightness of the square specifies the number of bits spent. It can be seen that MBs corresponding to the position of the hands require a large number of bits.

3. PROPOSED SL VIDEO CODING SYSTEM

The recorded viewing pattern confirms that the central point of fixation is the mouth and the rest of the moving image is seen with decreasing acuity. The fact that the hands apparently play an important role in the lexicon but are not fixated suggests that their motion and shape is processed only in peripheral vision. That is where the background is processed too (but probably discarded).

3.1. Foveated processing

A coding approach that follows this visual processing model is that of foveated video coding [5][6]. Foveated video compression aims to exploit the fall off in spatial resolution of the human visual system away from the point of fixation in order to reduce the bandwidth requirements of compressed video. We have followed the local bandwidth approach to foveated coding described in [6]. This method removes spatial high frequency components from regions away from the point of fixation which lowers the entropy of the video allowing increased coding gain. If the normalized viewing distance (normalized with regard to the physical size of the pixels on the screen) is known along with the point of fixation for every frame, then one can filter out a number of high frequencies without causing any perceived reduction in quality. For lossy coding we don’t need to know the exact viewing distance. Instead we use it as a means of controlling the amount of loss. Hence the major obstacle is finding the fixation point, since this normally requires real time tracking of the viewers eye-gaze. The result of our gaze-tracking study removes this obstacle for the case of SL video since the fixation point will (almost) always lie on the face of the signer and close to the mouth. It introduces however the (simpler) need of locating the face of the displayed signer. The video image is partitioned into 8 regions based on their eccentricity (viewing angle) with the regions being constrained to be the union of disjoint MBs. More details can be found in [2][6]. Foveated processing produces a map showing the region each MB belongs to in each frame. In this work the foveation map is used to assign a different QP to each MB, with MBs lying in regions away from the fixation point being allocated a higher QP. The QP controls the amount of compression and corresponding fidelity reduction for each MB.
3.2. Face location/tracking

A large number of face detection/tracking methods exist, a good survey of which can be found in [7]. Methods can be classified into different categories based on the main approach used. We have employed a cascade of such methods combined with temporal information to track the signer's face in an SL sequence. Skin colour segmentation is first performed in the UV colour space, followed by the hierarchical multiscale approach of [8] applied to pixels classified as skin. The result of the previous steps is a number of face candidates based on the detection and relative arrangement of facial features. The face candidates are then passed on to a template matching module which verifies true faces based on their correlation with stored templates. If these are more than one then knowledge about the SL video is used to find the one that is most likely to be the signer's face. If the algorithm fails (most likely cause being the hands occluding facial features) then the results of the skin colour module together with temporal information are used to give the signer's face position. Apart from the first frame, the whole process is applied to the MBs corresponding to the signer's face in the previous frame along with a ring of MBs situated around them. This makes the whole method very robust and relatively fast.

3.3. Variable Quality H.264 coding

The foveation map described in the previous step is combined with a given range of QP values to produce MB regions that will be quantised with different step sizes, with the step size getting bigger for regions of higher eccentricity. An algorithm was written which ensures that outer regions always have their QP increased before inner regions and that the highest QP in the range is assigned to the lowest priority region for the 8 different foveation regions corresponding to the video frame shown figure 3. Region 0 is the highest priority region around the face the extent of which is given by the face tracking module. Coding with such a variable QP (VQP) incurs only a small overhead due to the coding of the difference in QP values (QPdelta) of MBs lying on region borders. A typical overhead for a CIF sized coded sequence (268 frames) with a QP range of 30-40 was found to be approximately 2.925 Kbit/sec (~3.5% of the actual rate). A block diagram of the final proposed system is shown in figure 4.

Due to the lack of rate control, VQP coded sequences are compared in terms of resulting bit rate with Constant QP (CQP) ones, where the QP assigned to MBs of the high priority region (face) is the same for both versions (essentially similar quality for the face). It can be seen (table 1) that the proposed system leads to significant bit rate savings (~30%) compared to a standard CQP approach while keeping the quality of the important regions to similar high levels (figure 5). The rate savings are large partly because the region that generates the largest amounts of bits (the hands) undergoes coarser quantisation especially when located far way from the face. When closer to the face the hands are coded with higher fidelity (since they enter higher priority regions). This fits nicely with suggestions made in an early paper in the workings of sign language [9] according to which the language has/is evolving to accommodate a face centred viewing pattern by bringing the hands closer to the face when detailed signs have to be made, leaving mostly gross movements and gestures to take place in regions away from it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>CQP 30</th>
<th>VQP 30-40</th>
<th>Bit Rate Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>112.84 Kbps</td>
<td>74.94 Kbps</td>
<td>33 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>130.22 Kbps</td>
<td>90.87 Kbps</td>
<td>30 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CODING RESULTS

Coding results are given for 2 clips, a plain background indoor scene, and an outdoor scene. The H.264 reference software (ver. 7.3) was modified in order to enable variable quantisation based on a given foveation map. The output bitstreams conform to the H.264 baseline profile. Five past reference frames were used for prediction. The input frame rate was 25fps, and the output 12.5 fps.
As expected, the use of larger QP values for MBs lying in peripheral regions leads to increased fidelity reduction for the low priority regions especially after long occlusions e.g. in an outdoor scene after a car passes by in the background (assuming the max number of reference frames is 5). Due to the in-loop filter used in H.264 this demonstrates itself as increased blurriness. To moderate this effect one can keep the first I-frame of the sequence (IDR frame) which is coded with a constant QP equal to QPmin in memory as a long term reference frame. Because the camera is generally fixed, there are many regions in the background that do not change significantly and which can be predicted more efficiently from this first frame after such occlusions. Making the first frame of a sequence a long-term reference frame requires only raising a flag in the slice header. The resulting bit-rate is similar but the subjective and objective quality (PSNR) of the lower priority regions is improved for sequences with increased background activity. The quality of the high priority region remains roughly the same.

### TABLE 2: High and Low priority region PSNR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Region 0</th>
<th>Regions 1-7</th>
<th>Total Bit rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term IDR</td>
<td>34.91 dB</td>
<td>35.81 dB</td>
<td>74.94 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term IDR</td>
<td>34.95 dB</td>
<td>35.90 dB</td>
<td>75.48 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term IDR</td>
<td>32.92 dB</td>
<td>30.25 dB</td>
<td>90.87 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term IDR</td>
<td>33.02 dB</td>
<td>31.70 dB</td>
<td>90.21 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6](image-url) Detail of decoded frame with a short term IDR frame (left) and a long term IDR (middle). The original frame is also shown (right).

### 5. COMPREHENSION ASSESSMENT

In order to assess the effect of the proposed coding approach on the ability to comprehend the coded SL video a small trial was setup with 17 deaf participants who watched 2 clips with and without background activity respectively. Each clip was separated in 3 segments with each segment being assigned and coded randomly with a QP range of 30 (i.e. CQP), 30-36 and 30-40. The trial aimed to assess the perceived quality while watching and understanding (at the same time) the content of the clips. The participants were asked to rate the clips in terms of quality and blurriness on a scale from 0 to 100. The level of comprehension was also assessed by asking questions related to the signed content after watching each segment.

The comprehension results were at a ceiling indicating that the proposed coding approach does not affect understanding even though it introduces losses in quality at peripheral regions. In terms of perceived quality the plain background sequence received a similar rating for all cases while the outside sequence received a lower rating for the 30-40 version. Differences in blurriness were not perceived as much with the 30-36 and 30-40 plain background sequences as with the corresponding outside ones. The sequences used in the trial did not employ a long-term IDR frame.

### 6. CONCLUSION

Coding of image sequences will always result in some information being lost in order to satisfy rate requirements set by the network over which transmission will take place. In this paper we have proposed and described a sign language video coding system with which it is possible to localize this information loss, in a way that should not impair sign language comprehension. The system employs variable quality coding based on foveated processing of the input video frames which requires tracking of the imaged signer s face in the clip. The results presented are very promising, indicating that substantial bit rate savings can be had without affecting the comprehension ability of the viewers.
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